
 

Boynton Judaica artist to lead workshop for
Israeli charity
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If you'd like an opportunity to make a nice piece of usable glassware art for

the Jewish New Year while supporting a Jewish children's charity, there is

an event you might want to go to.

From 7 to 10 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 12 at the Montoya Estates Clubhouse

(7764 San Mateo Dr. E.) in Boca Raton, Boynton Beach Judaica artist Lori

Charnow will lead a participatory workshop as a fundraiser for the

Southeast Region of AMIT, an organization helping at-risk children in

Israel.
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Boynton Beach artist Lori Charnow, who makes usable glassware art, will lead a participatory

workshop at which participants will make their own High Holy Day gifts as a fundraiser for AMIT,

which helps at-risk children in Israel. (  CARLINE JEAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER  )
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Cost is $45 — including all materials, the artist's guidance, lite bites and

wine. AMIT Southeast will receive a portion of all participation fees.

AMIT enables Israel's youth to realize their potential and strengthens Israeli

society by educating and nurturing children from diverse backgrounds

within a framework of academic excellence, religious values and Zionist

ideals.

The fundraising event invites the public to create beautiful, functional

glassware under the teaching guidance of Charnow (of Living Art by Leah:
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Glass Artware with a Judaic Flair), who calls her art style "reverse painting

on glass."

Participants will get to choose a creation of their own choice — including

Jewish New Year staples such as Kiddush cups (wine glasses), decorative

plates and tea lights.

"The three-hour length of the workshop should give everyone time to

complete their work without having to rush to finish," Charnow said.

Participants also will be able to purchase items for the upcoming High Holy

Days from Charnow's trunk show — or special order an item for any

upcoming simcha (celebration) — with Charnow donating a percentage of

sales to AMIT.

"AMIT brings top-level education to Israeli children, no matter what their

circumstances," said Robin Isaacson, AMIT Southeast Regional director.

"While we are creating or purchasing beautiful holiday pieces at this event,

we don't want to forget our AMIT children in Israel.

"Our support ensures they will experience a sweet New Year too."

Dana Petrover, of Boca Raton, event committee member and longtime AMIT

supporter, also said it's important to remember the AMIT children in Israel

at holiday time.

"It's a bonus to be able to attend this event with friends, learn from an artist

and make something for my holiday table while supporting AMIT too,"

Petrover said.

For more than 90 years, AMIT has been providing cutting-edge education to

Israel's diverse population — leveling the playing field for children

regardless of socioeconomic or religious background — while instilling

strong Jewish values.

Founded in 1925 to create vocational schools in Israel, today AMIT operates
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Founded in 1925 to create vocational schools in Israel, today AMIT operates
a large network of 110 schools and programs aiding 34,000 children in 29

cities.

The AMIT network includes youth villages, surrogate family residences and

education from kindergarten through high school. AMIT strives to develop

every child's unique innate abilities so they are prepared to become

productive members of Israeli society.

AMIT also offers at-risk youth numerous courses and programs that teach

practical and needed vocational skills, so students are prepared to play

important roles in the automotive, mechanical, electrical and other growth

industries.

Charnow became a Judaica artist four years ago when a friend of hers took

over the gift shop at her temple and she decided she wanted to make

functional, beautiful art that people could use to celebrate the Jewish

traditions.

Charnow then taught herself the technique of "reverse painting" — which

uses clear glass as the canvas. Most of Charnow's pieces thus begin with

meaningful Hebrew and/or English phrases done in reverse calligraphy.

Each piece is then hand-painted, in reverse, from behind — starting with

foreground detail and ending with background color. This is the exact

reverse of traditional canvas painting — and so lends the technique its name.

"The beauty of the glass enhances each piece and protects the artwork

underneath," Charnow said. "The result is functional, food-safe, decorative

artware designed to celebrate family holidays and milestones.

"But these are not your grandmother's pieces. They are traditional, but at

the same time contemporary and colorful, and designed to appeal to modern

tastes."

Charnow said it's very important to her to support the Jewish community,

so she is happy to partner with other Jewish organizations for similar

fundraisers.

"My workshops are set up so that the art is easy to do," Charnow said.

"Nobody will get frustrated; things will proceed step-by-step; and you don't

have to be a great artist to participate."

Jan Courte, of Wellington, has taken a workshop before with Charnow and

says she is a great teacher.

"Lori gives each student a lot of personal attention and makes it a great deal

of fun," Courte said.

For more information about Charnow, visit www.livingartbyleah.com, email

livingartbyleah@gmail.com or call 561-350-9361.
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For more information about AMIT Southeast, or this fundraiser — or to

RSVP for this event — visit www.amitchildren.org/southeast, email

deborahbl@amitchildren.org or call 954-922-5100.
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